Triple Seven Barrel Racing Rules

Memberships will be on the horse’s lifetime earnings.

Each horse will be categorized by lifetime barrel racing winnings and earnings
(including any
Rodeos, futurities, and Open Jackpots) at the time of membership. Once joined, the
member
Horse will remain in that category for the remainder of the competition year.

Categories are as follows:
Under $1000.00
Under $5000.00
Under $10,000.00
Open
Youth- 15 years and younger as of the beginning of the TSBRA competition
year
Pony- Must meet TSBRA Pony Rules
Membership fees will be $55.00

It is the responsibility of the membered horse’s owner and or rider to be
aware of all Triple
Seven Barrel Racing rules.

Any horse ownership changes during the membership year will transfer with
the horse,
Including points & qualifiers. New owners must contact TSBRA to change horse
to current
Owner. Membership number will remain the same.

We will allow horse substitutions at our discretion, except for the sale of the
horse.

Any approved horse substitutions will require another $55.00 membership fee.
Qualifiers
From the “Original” membered horse will be given to the substituted horse.
Points earned on the “Original” horse WILL NOT be rolled over to the substitute
horse. Substituted
Horses must run in the Open category at finals.

Junior Member: Horse/Rider combo

There will be no membership refunds given under any terms.

POINTS/QUALIFIERS
Membered horse must compete in a total of 10 approved sanctioned or co
sanctioned jackpots,
(Co-Sanctioned fee must have been paid to receive attendance), to be qualified for
the TSBRA Finals.

New effective 5/1/2019- any membered horse that competes in any rodeo or barrel
race that is advertised
For all to know about, if that race or rodeo is not TSBRA Sanctioned or Co Sanctioned
and there is not a
TSBRA sanctioned or Co Sanctioned event within 100 miles of the entered race or
rodeo or 120 miles of
Any TSBRA Sanctioned or Co Sanctioned event that has $2500.00 or more in added
monies, within 7 days of

Any TSBRA Sanctioned or Co Sanctioned event, said member Can send in a picture
of the results of said
As proof they were entered and made a run, Rodeo or Barrel Race along with $5 co
sanction fees and
have said Race of Rodeo count as a qualifier towards the 10 qualified runs needed to
attend finals.
Points will not be awarded in these types of qualifiers.

There are as many points available as there are members in a primary race or
members that paid
a co sanction in a co sanctioned race. Non-members (or members who did not pay a
co sanction
fee at a co sanctioned race) will not be calculated for points.

Each Member through tenth place will be awarded points as follows:
1st-100pts
2nd- 90pts
3rd-80pts, this will be awarded through tenth place, tenth place being 10 points.

All ties shall split points. Example tie for 1st and 2nd, points will be added together
and divided equally
To the members that tied.
Knocked down barrel will be a no time and no points will be awarded, only
qualifiers will be awarded.
Off course shall receive zero points but will receive a qualifier.
The points/qualifiers earned at a race will be carried over into the membered
horse’s respective category.

TSBRA PAYOUTS

Sanctioned TSBRA races will use the following format:

1D- 32%
2D-28%
3D-22%
4D-18%
1D- the fastest time
2D-fastest time plus 0.500 seconds
3D-fastest time plus 1.000 seconds
4D-fastest time plus 2.000 seconds

Any sanctioned or co sanctioned Triple Seven Barrel Race must be
approved within 7 days
Of the event and placed on the TSBRA calendar.

At any sanctioned TSBRA race, a $5.00 finals fee must be collected for
each run on top of each
Entry fee. This $5.00 will be used in the form of added money at the
TSBRA finals.

Any producer, who chooses to co sanction TSBRA, will collect $5.00
from any TSBRA member
Choosing to pay for their points and qualifiers. This $5.00 will be used
in the form of added
Money at the TSBRA finals.

At any TSBRA sanctioned jackpot, you may not enter any horses as
Horse 1 and Horse 2.
Horses name and membership number must be provided.

At any sanctioned TSBRA jackpot, you may not swap draw positions
among any other
Contestants or yourself. Horses drawn number must be ran in draw
position. This will result
In a disqualification.

At any sanctioned TSBRA jackpot, less than the places paid are filled
with qualified times,
The remaining money in that division will be equally divided among the
qualified times in
That division. For example, 4 monies paid, 2 qualifying times; the
money in that divisions
Pot is refigured by the percentages and re paid.

FINALS
Finals will be run and paid out each day in an Open 4D format, and each
category will be pulled out of the 4D
Open Race and paid out in category format.

New effective 8/7/2018:
Categories will no longer be paid out in a straight Rodeo payout fashion.
Categories will now be paid out as a 2D with a full second split.

Ground Rules at any given TSBRA jackpot will supersede
any and all other rules. We understand rules may
May need to be added as we grow. Our goal is to keep them
to be a minimum.

